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STUDY IN CYPRUS!

Becoming a member of Neapolis means joining a thriving community of undergraduates, postgraduates and academics working together to enhance the University’s unique atmosphere.

The campus of the University is a welcoming place for study and work at the heart of a vibrant town and just a hundred metres from the beach. The exceptional facilities and the services offered serve the diverse needs of our students and staff. They include state-of-the-art classrooms and amphitheatres, teaching, research and computer labs, architectural studios, a main library and student dormitories.

**Students’ Benefits:**
- High standard education
- Academically stimulating courses taught by excellent and approachable tutors
- An exceptionally friendly university that welcomes students from all backgrounds and offers them the chance to succeed
- Enjoyable environment and high-standard campus accommodation
- Modern premises and facilities
- Student clubs
- Programmes taught in both Greek and English language
- Accessible and frequent bus services connecting the town with all other cities
- Bus route directly to and from Pafos International Airport
- Campus near private medical clinic
Enrich your experiences during your studies!
**Academic Excellence**

The learning procedure at NUP is based on the quality of the academic staff as well as on the use of modern learning technology, which creates an environment that enhances efficiency in the educational procedure. NUP has created an academic environment that values and promotes free, active and original intellectual inquiry. NUP academics have a long teaching and research activity in their area of interest and encourage students to develop skills of research and the ability to learn autonomously towards achieving academic excellence.

**Research**

Neapolis University Pafos aims to support and promote the educational and research activities of the Institution and to contribute to the overall spiritual and cultural development of the University community. NUP academics are members of international research centres and participate in conferences all over the world, while their papers are well received by the international academic community. NUP has launched the following Research Centres: Centre for International Tourism Research, Centre of Environmental Research, Counselling Centre for Psychological Support and Evaluation.

**A Modern Educational Approach**

A University is all about its people, i.e. the academics who create new knowledge and the graduates who combine professional ethics, vocational training, and a broader education. NUP students are not just taught how to obtain new knowledge and skills that will be useful for their long-life education and development; they are also offered training in real-world professional conditions, with applied analytical methods and with the use of the most modern technology.
Accommodation

The University Campus offers high quality accommodation within the premises. The spacious, well-lit and well-ventilated en-suite single and double rooms feature their own balcony overlooking the central landscaped gardens or the seafront. The rooms are easily accessible and directly linked to the main circulation routes leading to all Campus facilities. Accommodation is available to all students studying at Neapolis.

Fitness Center

The University Campus has its own sports centre with indoor swimming-pool, gym, weights-room, fitness-room, shower and changing rooms, outdoor tennis-courts and a swimming pool. The gym provides the following programs:

- Crossfit workouts
- Functional workouts
- Fat-Burning workouts
- Performance for athletes
- Core - Abs workouts

Catering

The Campus restaurant offers a wide selection of local, Mediterranean and international dishes. The restaurant/cafeteria is an ideal place for socializing and hosting various events.

Neapolis University Campus

**FREE SERVICES**

- Heating & Air conditioning
- Utilities (water & electricity)
- WiFi Internet access
- Outdoor and indoor Athletic Facilities
- Swimming pool
- Maintenance services
- Weekly cleaning of dormitories
- Security service
- Safe deposit

**PAID SERVICES**

- Launderette (coin operated)

Paphos Gardens Campus

**FREE SERVICES**

- Security Services
- Maintenance
- Common expenses
- Water supply
- University outdoor and indoor Athletic Facilities
- Swimming pool
- Safe deposit

**PAID SERVICES**

- Internet service Wifi 32MHz - € 15,00 per month
- Cleaning services - € 15,00 per use (including change of linen and towels)
- Launderette (coin operated)
- Electricity (Heating and air conditioning)
- Rooms offered: studio, one bedroom and two bedroom apartments with kitchen, fridge and TV.
Unique Student Experience
**Undergraduate Programmes**
- Business Administration
- Accounting, Banking & Finance
- Economics
- Law
- Architecture
- Landscape Architecture
- Real Estate Valuation & Development
- Applied Informatics
- Psychology

**Postgraduate Programmes**
- Business Administration (MBA)
- Banking, Investment & Finance
- Public Administration (MPA)
- European Governance
- International & European Business Law
- Information Systems
- Landscape Architecture
- Construction Management
- Real Estate
- Educational Psychology
- Counselling Psychology
- History
- Theological Studies

**Long Distance Learning Postgraduate Programmes**
- Business Administration (MBA)
- Public Administration with Specializations:
  - General Administration
  - Educational Administration
  - Public Healthcare Management
  - Educational Psychology

**Doctoral Programmes (PhD)**
- Business Administration
- Public Administration
- Education Management
- Health Management
- Banking – Financing
- Law
- European Governance
- Philology – History
- Real Estate Management and Development
- Informatics
- Telecommunication
- Psychology
- Theology
- Architecture
- Economic Science
- Political Science and International Relations
- Social and Educational Policy
- Theater Studies
- Sports Organization and Management
FINANCIAL AID

• FEES & SCHOLARSHIPS
Taking into account the financial difficulties faced by the students and their families Neapolis University Pafos, offers reduced tuition fees. The University is flexible concerning the ways of payment of tuition fees, while also offering scholarships and discounts with various criteria (e.g. high school-leaving certificate grade, excellence in sports activities, the number of children in the family, etc.).

• FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Neapolis University provides financial support based on academic or non-academic criteria for students to continue their studies at the University. The University secures equal treatment for all applicants.
(Visit our website to download the application form for financial support).

• STATE BURSARIES
Financial assistance is given to Cypriot and European students of undergraduate level, on the basis of socio-economic criteria in the form of various benefits: 1) housing allowance, 2) food allowance, 3) allowance to purchase academic books and 4) Computer purchase or upgrade.

ADMISSIONS

GENERAL
The University admits students irrespective of nationality, race, religion, or gender, provided that they meet the predefined admission criteria of each programme of study. The general admission criteria are based on the type and quality of previous studies, the grade obtained in previous studies, and the suitability of the candidate for the requested programme of study.

Applicants must have completed a 6-year secondary education from a country which is recognized by the government of the Republic of Cyprus as being equivalent in terms of educational provision at secondary level.

Applicants should have a very good knowledge of the English language and provide an accredited Certificate of English language proficiency (e.g. TOEFL, IELTS, GCSE).

Applicants for the School of Architecture and Environmental Design must submit a visual portfolio of personal architectural and artistic work to assess their design/art abilities.

Applicants for the Postgraduate programmes must submit a certified copy of their first undergraduate degree. The selection criteria will depend on the programme of study.

APPLICATION FORMS
An electronic version of the undergraduate and postgraduate form and any other supplementary forms can be downloaded from the University’s website. The selection criteria for the applicants who will be offered a place will be the School leaving certificate grades, the interview results, the recommendation letters and the results of any University entry examination, if taken.
After registering with NUP, all students are appointed a personal Academic Tutor. Via this service NUP offers continuous academic support to all students towards completing successfully their studies. The personal Academic Tutor monitors the student’s progress on a regular basis, while providing him/her with all the help needed. With the student’s consent, the Tutor also informs the other academic tutors about the student’s personal concerns or problems.

Student Care provides quality services and information on curriculum, student life, regulations and generally anything that students may need during their studies at Neapolis University. Student Care mainly function as the link between students and Neapolis University.

The aim of the Student Care Office is to provide academic, financial support as well as guidance concerning the students’ continuation of their studies on a postgraduate level or their professional career.

Counselling support

The Counselling Centre for Research and Psychological Support (SKEPSI) of Neapolis University offers counselling and psychotherapy to students or/and their families, groups and other individuals if necessary, and in family level with high confidentiality.

Healthcare support

The Student Care provides information regarding the potential healthcare and hospital care in Pafos. Apart from Pafos General Hospital there are several private hospitals. Iasis Hospital, for example, is just 1 km from Neapolis University and has Emergency Department, and all the key medical specialties.

Student Accommodation

The Student Care is responsible for the accommodation of undergraduate and postgraduate students in the student dormitories. It operates a modern accommodation management program, and is responsible for the room allocation and room rental policy.
The Career Service has been established to support students and graduates in order to cope with the fast changing needs of our times.

The aim of the Career Service office is to advice both students and graduates about vacancies in their field, either in the public or private sector. Students can call in the Office in person or find information on the NUP website or notice boards.

Career Service also organize “Career Days” in order to connect the academic life with the job market.

Neapolis University in Cyprus belongs to the Leptos Group of Companies which offers plenty of employment opportunities or work experience in the hotel units or constructing companies, both in Cyprus and abroad.

For a successful start, we stand beside our students, in the most important decisions about their career.
If you register at Neapolis you will have the opportunity to participate in the Erasmus program. The Erasmus study period abroad will count towards your degree. Most importantly, you will acquire a range of life and intercultural skills, improving your language skills and gain self-reliance and self-awareness.

To study in Cyprus can be a most exciting experience!

Our Erasmus office at Neapolis University Pafos aims to create a strong European network and offer the best services for Erasmus mobility for both incoming and outgoing members. We welcome students and teachers from other European Universities, which have an Inter-Institutional Agreement with NUP, thus creating a European exchange of academic knowledge, skills and perspectives.

Thus Neapolis University has established international relations and vital networks with European and International Higher Education Institutions. These relations are materialized via various Inter-Institutional agreements.
The university campus is located in Pafos, a city declared an UNESCO World Heritage Site whose history and culture stretches back into the depths of antiquity.

Furthermore, it is a modern European multicultural city and a well-known international tourist destination. The presence of the remarkably rich historical past within the contemporary world, the combination of the mild Mediterranean climate, with the beautiful beaches and the well-preserved natural landscapes, as well as the vibrant and varied nightlife, the excellent transport links with other worldly cities and the wide-range of services provided, establish Pafos as an ideal place to live and study.

Throughout the year, the city and overall the district of Pafos host numerous cultural, scientific and sports events, enabling young people to get involved actively in the community. In addition, the university’s cultural, social, athletic and other student clubs frequently arrange extra curriculum activities and trips, in order for students to develop their own personal interests and hobbies.
PAFOS IS A CITY WHICH COMBINES A RICH CULTURAL PRESENCE FROM ANCIENT TIMES UP TO THE PRESENT AND THE IMAGE OF A MODERN EUROPEAN CITY, WHILE IT IS ALSO A VERY POPULAR INTERNATIONAL TOURIST DESTINATION

WHY PAFOS

• Pafos a city full of youth, having one of the highest rates of youth 18-35 years old, compared with other Cypriot cities.

• Pafos a modern European multicultural city that welcomes people from all over the world, regardless of ethnic, social or religious origin.

• Pafos a UNESCO World Heritage Site, as a crossroad of people and ideas with archaeological sites to testify a relentless march of 9000 years in history and culture.

• Pafos an international tourist destination, thanks to the unique combination of nature, history and mild Mediterranean climate. Direct flights between Paphos with large Greek cities like Athens, Patra, Thessaloniki and Chania
NEAPOLIS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOLS

• School of Economic Sciences & Business
• School of Health Sciences

• School of Architecture, Land & Environmental Sciences
• School of Law Sciences & Social Sciences

**PhD PROGRAMMES AVAILABLE!**

**LONG DISTANCE PROGRAMMES**

**OTHER PROGRAMMES**
• Informatics (BSc & MSc)
• History (MA)
• Theology (MA)

Contact details

ADDRESS
2 Danaes Avenue, 8042 Pafos, Cyprus

PHONE & FAX
T: +357 26843300
F: +357 26931944

EMAIL & WEB
info@nup.ac.cy
www.nup.ac.cy

www.facebook.com/NeapolisUniversity
www.youtube.com/user/nupaccy
www.twitter.com/nupac